The Jewel of Hope:
Book 1: The Hope Trilogy
Kathy Rae

Kaleb James is only twelve years old. So why must he be the one chosen to break a family curse? And
will he be able to find the hidden jewel that stops a portal of evil from taking over the Northwest? The Jewel of
Hope is a captivating story for young readers with a powerful and resonant message about the value of
Christianity in their lives.
Five children in the same family have already died at the age of eight years old. The cause is a long-ago
curse that has been passed down through generations of the family. Sparked by their grandfather’s hatred of a
Wavatee Nation Chief who married his daughter, the oath ensures that children down the line will die, and their
spirits will roam Fountain Grove, Arizona, until statues are erected to imprison them.
Kaleb and his cousin Kate band together to find the hidden jewel that will once and for all break the
horrible curse. To do so, however, Kaleb and Kate must overcome every imaginable obstacle. A story of hope
that celebrates the glory of God, this inventive, inspiring tale is certain to leave a lasting, positive impression on
any young mind.

Ducky Day or Yucky Day: You Choose
Kathy Rae

Daffnee duck wakes up each morning seeing sunshine even on a cloudy day. Everyday is ducky to her!
Her brother, Davie would rather stay in bed all day because his days are just plain yucky! When the two of them
are separated from their Mama, their attitudes become a point of conflict. Find out who wins the battle of the
attitudes in Ducky Day or Yucky Day ~ You Choose.

Deprogramming a Bully:
Book 1: The Barber Chair Series
Kathy Rae

“How high does this chair go?” is a question Boone Butterfinkle will never ask his barber again. The
chair doesn’t stop until a vortex sucks Boone through the ceiling, thrusting him into a world equipped to stop
his bullying.
If only Brianne Watchler hadn’t gone from geeky to drop-dead-gorgeous overnight and refused to be his
girl, Boone wouldn’t have wreaked havoc on every boy who looked her way. Now he’s in a world that
specializes in deprogramming bullies by turning them into robots, and Boone’s their main target.
Find out who wins the war between the computer nerds and the bullies in the first of The Barber Chair
Series: Deprogramming a Bully!

